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Non-corporeal entities that refuse to move on, ghosts are bound to the earthly plane and mainly roam the 
countryside around the grave where they were buried. Most are content to continue what they were doing 
in life but occasionally ghosts become malignant and seek to torment and destroy the living around them. 
Conventional weapons are no use against Ghosts: Shooting and Close Combat attacks cannot be made 
against Ghosts unless the model has been Blessed or the weapon used has been Blessed (relevant charac-
teristics appear in parentheses for these combats). Ghosts may never engage another model in Close Com-
bat but may fight back if their profile allows for it. Ghosts may not have skills or use weapons or equipment 
of any kind. Ghosts suffer no movement penalties for any reason, nor do they block line of sight.

Restless Spirit - 4BP

Facing them, directly in their way between the doorposts, stood the figure of a woman. She had disheveled 
hair and wildly staring eyes, and her face was terrified and white as death. She stood there motionless for 
the space of a single second. Then the candle flickered and she was gone – gone utterly – and the door 
framed nothing but empty darkness.

The Empty House, by Algernon Blackwood
M Dex. Con. A W Res. Skills
6 - (5) - (1) - None

Weapons: None
Special: Ghost, Fear
The Frighteners: If the Restless Spirit moves into (or 
through…) base-to-base contact with a Human model the 
target must take a Resolve test. If failed the model suffers 
a +1 penalty to its Resolve for the rest of the game. A 
Restless Spirit may attempt to put the frighteners on a 
model until the model fails the Resolve test, but not after.
Grave-bound: Tied to its human remains and unable 
to move far from them, this Ghost comes with a Grave 
Marker (which may be placed anywhere outside deploy-
ment zones). The Ghost is set up in base-to-base with 
the Grave Marker, and must remain within 12” of it at 
all times or instantly be dispelled. Threshold models in 
base-to-base with a Grave Marker may spend 2 Actions 
to purify it, dispelling the Ghost.

Lurkers
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Poltergeist – 9BP

Soon after we had all retired, the disturbance commenced as usual; gnawing, scratching, knocking on the 
wall, overturning chairs, pulling the cover off of beds, etc., every act being exhibited as if on purpose to 
show Mr. Johnson what could he done, appearing in his room, as in other rooms, and so soon as a light 
would appear, the noise would cease, and the trouble begin in another room. 

An Authenticated History of the Famous Bell Witch, by Martin Van Buren Ingram
M Dex. Con. A W Res. Skills
6 5+ (5) (D3) (2) - Parry

Weapons: Debris (C.C.B.+0, Dam. D+1)
Special: Ghost, Fear
Kinesis: Poltergeists are disruptive 
entities that interact negatively with the 
environment around them. As an Action 
the Poltergeist may fling debris as a 
12” ranged attack when in base-to-base 
with any scenery. (Rate D6, Dam. D+2) 
If a poltergeist ever rolls a critical miss 
when shooting the scenery has been 
depleted of any usable debris and the 
ghost must move to another in order to 
shoot.
Lost Soul: Searching for its unmarked 
grave, this Ghost may move anywhere 
on the table but is set up in the Lurker 
deployment zone at the start of the game. 
Threshold models may search the board 
to find the remains. Divide the board 
into six equal zones. Each zone may be 
searched as an Action by any Threshold 
model. Roll D6, on a roll of 6 the remains 
have been located. Any model(s) within 
the zone containing the remains may 
spend 2 Actions to purify them and 
dispel the Poltergeist. If a 6 hasn’t been 
rolled, the last zone will automatically 
contain the remains.


